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CLUB MEETINGS
March 2019
7th

Chris Farnell on Police and
Crime

Host/VOT Ivan Stedman
14th

Harvey Faerestrand
‘My Life as a Doctor’

Host/VOT Michael Jones
21st

David Priest - Winsley's
Almshouses in Colchester.

Host/VOT Richard Porter
28th

Business Meeting

OoR

John Threlfall

Top of the Form - Senior Youth Speaks
The winning school was Colchester Grammar School with their
speech entitled ‘Social Proof and Confirmation Bias’. Seen here is
the winning team with Mayor of Colchester Cllr Peter Chillingworth
and Sponsor David Boyden. See page 3.

Armed for Action
VP Michael shows off his new
vehicle. No, not really, it’s an
armed vehicle unit who came to
deliver a talk at a lunch. Full story
on page 4.

April 2019
4th
Peter Fairs - My happy
farmer’s life - crops, cricket and
creativity
Host/VoT David Priest
11th

Peter Jones on Colchester
Trams

Host/VOT Peter Powell
18th

Mayor of Colchester, Cllr
Peter Chillingworth

Host/VOT Michael Jones
25th
Business Meeting & AGM
OoR

Visit to
P&A Wood
- more on
page 4.

Robin Smith

Camp JoJo
Parenting a child with complex needs is a
huge challenge and presents many
limitations. CJJ (Camp JoJo) dream of
overcoming these barriers to strengthen
family relationships and create lasting
memories. More information on page 6.
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GUEST RAMBLINGS - Ray Gamble

Editors: Jo Portway
& Colin Bennett

I guess because I am known to be political I might be
expected to ramble on about Brexit. But no, I am as
fed up with it all as everyone else and I won't mention
You can definitely feel a it again.
suggestion of spring in the
air. The garden has been
waking up since Christmas
with birds in the trees singing
and bulbs pushing up. It
always seems like a time of
renewal, hope and vigour and
that thought certainly carries
through into Forum’s plans
for the coming months with
the duck race, a 10K race
with Trinity, continuation of
Food for Thought, etc.

Aside from nothing there there have been some
astounding announcements
this past month on medical
breakthroughs which is
always good news. There is
the arthritis pill, stem cell
research on macular
degeneration blindness, and a
sepsis diagnosis which could
happen in seconds rather than
hours.

Recently we had Valentines Day. Jenny and I have a
pact that we do not spend money on it and yet I
always feel guilty about not making a special day of
it. However my guilt is assuaged because Jenny's
birthday is two days later so I can get her a nice card
and some ‘pamperings’ and book a lovely meal! My
son shocked us by actually remembering his mother's
birthday albeit that it was probably Ashleigh his wife
who would have got a card and the present!!
When we recently visited Nick and his family in N. Ireland my recently
acquired blue badge enabled me to park virtually on top of the airport and I
was wheeled through to the plane by a member of staff. I hardly more than
touched on the security and nobody required me to take off my belt which I
always hate. It was a joy.

Nick is Director of Rugby at the grammar school where he teaches in
Newtonards near Belfast. A bit of a disappointment that he seems to prefer
rugby to football. I suppose it is not surprising that his three children are all so
sporty. Young Isabella (7) is the top gymnast for her age in N. Ireland and
Hannah (10) recently represented N. Ireland in Barcelona in a dance
competition. Although Daniel (9) likes football and cricket his passion seems
to be rugby. Nick has a lot to answer for! I am of course a proud granddaddy
Personally I am highly (papa to my N.Ireland lot but plain grandad to my three grandchildren in
interested in the development Colchester).
of stem cell research for
macular degeneration as my
family seem to have serious
gene faults as far as eyesight
is concerned. It may be a
little way into the future but
possible reinstatement of
some vision for blind people
will be most welcome to so
many people UK and
worldwide.
And that further reminds me
of all the health-related work
Rotary assists with in such
things as the eradication of
polio, 500 miles, limb
replacement, spit tests for
Anthony Nolan Trust, Aids
eduction, TB screening, Gift
of Life heart surgery for
children, and so many more
projects.
Thanks to the clever minds
of the researchers – the
future looks bright.
March on…

I will finish my rambling by saying that I wish all those in the club who have
had, and are recovering, from medical issues, and it has been great to see the
return of the slim Louis and Trevor too. Special mention to Peter and Chris
whose son has a medical condition picked up in Africa, and we wish him well.
Having heard the talk on the JoJo Charity about providing respite breaks for
severely disabled children and their families it humbles me and I realise how
fortunate I am. That charity deserves support.

Ray
DIARY DATES:
20th March
March/April
5th April
April 2019
12th May
20th May
27th May
30th May
June 2019
1-5th June
13th June
25th Oct

District Council Meeting Writtle
The Future of Forum
18.00 District Quiz. Hamptons Sports and Social Club, Chelmsford
RYLA
10K Race with Trinity
09.30 - 12.00 Junior Youth Speaks, Colchester Town Hall Chamber.
Duck Race
19.30 - 22.00 Evening Meeting with Partners.7pm for 7.30pm
Colchester Golf Club - Speaker Neill Pawsey” Digital Technology
and Crossrail.” Host Irene Kettle.
Careers Talks
Rotary International Convention, Hamburg, Germany
Club Assembly
4 clubs dinner at Community Stadium in aid of ‘Eradication of Polio’
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Young People in Top Form by Jo Portway
Hard on the heels of the Intermediate Youth Speaks competition in late
January came the Senior Youth Speaks taking place in the Council Chamber
at the town hall in Colchester. Five schools - Colchester County High School
for Girls, Colchester Royal Grammar School, The Gilberd School, St Mary’s
School and The Stanway School, came along
and delivered a set of speeches in front of an
audience of parents teachers and Rotarians.
This is fantastic opportunity for young people
to develop the ability to speak on a public
platform, carry out research and formulate
ideas, improve self-confidence and presentation
skills, and work as a team as they put into practice
the skills they learn at school. It gives them a sense
of achievement, ability to be creative and use their
imagination, present ideas, express opinions and give
reasoned arguments in front of an unknown audience
and communicate in a set time.
It seems impossible that the standard can increase
each time this competition takes place, but that is
exactly what happened. The winning school
was Colchester Grammar School with their
speech entitled ‘Social Proof and
Confirmation Bias’. The main speaker, Elliott Loukin, spoke in eloquent, well
measured and clear tones. He either practiced regularly or may be just a gifted
speaker but either way his talk was riveting. The winning individual Best
Speaker award went to Millie Hill from The Gilberd School with her speech
‘A Day in the Life of a Teenager’. Far from being a mundane and repetitive
account of a teenager on social
media just
The Judges
communicating with her friends all day, Millie delivered
an impassioned, thoughtful and from the heart speech about a day in her
life. The self-written speech was one of the best we have heard and the
young lady should be proud of herself because she has a very bright future in writing and
speaking .
The judges led by Jenny Hunt - along with Barbara Pears and Stephen Walker - all with
vast experience in speaking and judging, took some time to come up with their final
results because the students had made the decision so difficult. They were delighted
Timekeeper: Bill Ward
with each and every school and commended them on their efforts.
Thanks were given to Mayor Peter Chillingworth as well as sponsors Boydens Estate
Agency, and Forum Rotary club with special thanks to organiser Julia Harding and timekeeper Bill Ward and
MC Richard Porter.
The winning team will now go forward to the District Finals which will be held in the Council Chamber at
County Hall, Chelmsford.
STOP PRESS: The Youth Speaks Intermediate team who won the
Colchester heat in January - Colchester Royal Grammar School - have gone
on to win the District Final and now go forward to the Regional heats. Good luck
to all.

(Registered Charity Number:

To Colchester Forum Rotary Club for
supporting Colchester Foodbank. Your
Christmas 2018 donation of 35.3 kgs will
make a big difference to local individuals,
children and families who face food and
financial crisis at this time and will be of
great help in the forthcoming months.
Anne Barney, Lead Volunteer
1152387)
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Armed Police Work - Peter Moye by Jo Portway
A firearms unit is an armed unit within each territorial
police force in the UK. For the most part, the police
forces of the United Kingdom are unarmed; however, all
have firearms units to provide the police force with the
capability to deal with terrorists and armed criminals.
A police officer cannot apply to join the firearms unit
without first finishing their two-year probationary
period, with a further two years in a core policing role
for some forces.
Ty p i c a l l y m o s t
criminals generally do
not carry firearms in
the UK and the number
of firearms available to
criminals is generally
low compared to other
Western nations partly
due to it being harder
to smuggle them into
the UK as an island
nation and partly due to The United Kingdom's gun
laws requiring licensing and background checks to
legally acquire and possess most types of firearms. In
the majority of cases the presence of an armed officer
can often be enough to negotiate the surrender of an
armed criminal and the number of times a police firearm
is deliberately discharged at suspects in the UK rarely
exceeds around ten occasions per year.
PC Peter Moye came to talk to us today about the armed
police support unit which is a public order team who
deal with and ‘solve’ serious problems.
Due to the ongoing threat of terrorism and the increased
use of firearms one shift within the police support unit
became a firearms team, originally based in Chelmsford,
but now local stations have
AVU’s. They are surveillance
and armoury trained.
Peter said his job is so varied
that he could change clothes 3 to
4 times a day as he travels
around the county dealing with
different problems which need
different solutions. There are six
double-crewed units around
Essex. They have a covert
unmarked vehicle and carry the same kit as the armed
vehicle units.

VISIT TO P&A WOOD by Nick Clarke
The visit to P&A Wood on Saturday, Rolls Royce & Bentley
dealers and repairers, was enjoyed by 20 people and thanks to
Peter H for organising it. For those who have not seen it, been
there before or even for those not interested in cars, it was an
experience of a lifetime. This was a visit to the world’s top RR
establishment and we were taken around for 2 hours by Etholle
George who joined them 2 years ago from BBC local TV.
There were many sites shown to us, selling (of course) with all
the latest top models, reconstruction, servicing, engine
rebuilds, interior rebuilds, paint shop, wood work & metal
work shop, PR, shop items, memorabilia and of course all the
old vintage models either on show or being repaired. It was a
real experience, and all this in a tiny yet classy hamlet called
Great Easton in Essex.

Peter told us details of some covert operations, how the
team works and how they are deal with situations. He
went on to show us body armour which is worn such as a
bullet-proof vest, a knife proof vest as well as a tactical
vest. The full kit when worn weighs four stone!
Peter told us about the vehicles they have which have
Kevla plates to ensure their safety (a la Northern Ireland
during the troubles). He also told us about the tasers they
use and the spread needed for them to be effective. We
saw rubber bullets (the new, improved H&S version) and
learnt how and why they are used. In addition we saw a
Kevla shield which is carried across a PC’s back and
held across his front when in use. All of these pieces of
kit are extremely heavy. We saw the types of battering
rams they use - the red one for when there is enough
space to fling it from side to side and the yellow one
when space is limited, followed by the ‘Big Daddy’ of
rams which needs 2 men to lift and operate it. We also
learnt about a ’Hoolie’ bar which can pry open outwards
going doors (like a pickaxe with a prong), a spreader to
burst locks and its smaller, quieter brother - The
Rabbit).
However Peter reminded us that it’s always best to try
the handle first to see if the door will open! (Actually
happened!)
The final item he showed us was the ‘Door Blower’ with
a cage and a tank which opens (blows) the door open.
(Michael Caine could have done with one of these).
Asked why they do this dangerous job, Peter said they
do it because they really want to put away the ‘really bad
guys’ (terrorists, drug smuggling, etc). They do not get
extra remuneration for this dangerous addition al work.
And of course he was
asked about how often
they use the firearms and
he replied that it is rare to
pull the trigger in this
county and the officers
pride themselves in their
effective tactics which
mean the they don’t have
to use firearms. However
they are deployed 2-3 times a day on firearms jobs.
David London gave the vote of thanks and it was
obvious he loved the ‘boys toys’ and thanked Peter for
his humble and self-effacing talk and thank his teams on
our behalf for the great job that they do.
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La Vache Qui Rit - The Laughing Cow by Bill Ward
Every day all over the world 20 million portions of processed cheese are sold with the trademark of “La Vache Qui
Rit”. Why should someone whose main interest in the history of the first world war be interested in cheese labels? Read
the story.
Our story begins in Paris just before the start of World War I with a man called Benjamin
Rabier. Benjamin Rabier - 1864 to 1939 - was a meat inspector at the huge Les Halles
market in Paris. By night he would inspect the animals brought in to be slaughtered and
feed the population of Paris. By day he was an author and illustrator especially of
children's books and comics. He used his familiarity with animals to make illustrations
for many publications and one in particular was the
Fables du la Fontaine. In this he drew a particularly
happy cow.
Benjamin Rabier & picture from Fables
de la Fontaine

At the start of the war Rabier was called up and
became an officer in the RVF which stands for
Ravitailment de Viande Fraiche (Fresh Meat
Supply) which used converted Paris buses to carry meat from the slaughterhouses to
the troops. He drew a laughing cow as a symbol of his company RVF B70.
The German motor transport services nicknamed themselves Die Walkyrie after the
warrior maidens of Norse mythology who gathered up dead warriors to take them to Men from RVF B70 with the emblem
Valhalla. ‘W’ in German is pronounced as a V so Valkyrie sounds a bit like the French painted on their converted bus.
‘Vache qui Rit’ (laughing cow). It was a pun taking the Mickey out of the Germans
and also showing the beef they were carrying for the troops.
Rabier also drew the emblems of other RVF companies including our RVF B52 which was a
monkey (Singe) - this being army slang for corned beef. Another member of RVF B 70 was a
soldier called Leon Bel. His father had a cheese factory in the Jura and after the war Leon
returned to the family business. He thought the laughing cow was a good emblem for his
business and asked Rabier for his permission to use it. He paid Fr.1000 for the permission.
Madame Bel thought the cow was too ‘tough’ looking and so Rabier drew a more feminine cow
with cheese box earrings.
This was not the end of the story. Rabier I use the laughing cow to illustrate a comic song by a
publisher called Clapson. This publisher used several WW1 military units signs to illustrate
sheet music. The most famous was a pelican which became a dance craze and a brewer took the
opportunity to bring out a beer called Pelican (Pelican+Forte) which is still brewed.
Then in the Second World War the laughing cow emblem was used by the military again, this time by the German navy.
Gunther Priern was a U-boat captain who had sunk the Royal Oak in Scapa Flow. He used the sign of a snorting bull on
the conning tower of his submarine U47 (the Bull of Scapa Flow). When his submarine was lost in 1941 the order was
given that this emblem would be painted on the conning towers of all the U-boats of the 7th
Flotilla in Lorient. The temporary commander of the flotilla Kapitan Leutnant Jost Metzler
was going on leave so he gave the job of painting the new emblem to his second-incommand Oberleutnant-zur-Zee Hans Jorgen Auffermann. No drawing had been sent with
the order and no one knew what the snorting bull looked like. After a failed attempt to draw
a bull Auffermann saw a French dockworker eating his lunch which included Vache Qui Rit
cheese so he got him to paint this on the conning tower. When Metzler returned he thought
this was very funny and kept it. He even called his autobiography ‘The laughing cow’.
Auffermann also used the laughing cow on his submarine when he was promoted.
The reason why we know anything about WWI army signs is because an exhibitor was held
in January 1919 to raise money for a charity supporting
former military drivers. Many emblems were shown in
various publications. A public vote was held to decide
the best sign and three winners were chosen including
La Walkyries B70.
Bill stepped in, at the last moment, to replace our planned speaker and gave an
outstanding account of the story of La Vache Qui Rit. VP Michael gave the vote of
thanks and said how very appreciative we were, as always, for Bill stepping up and
delivering such an interesting talk.
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CAMP JOJO – FULLY ACCESSIBLE CAMPING - Ralph Spence by Jo Portway
Parenting a child with complex needs is a huge challenge and presents many
limitations. CJJ (Camp JoJo) dream of overcoming these barriers to strengthen family
relationships and create lasting memories of sleeping under canvas, bushcraft, relaxing
and cooking around the campfire. They camp on Mersea Island with a group of
fantastic families who have children with those complex needs.
Ralph Spence came to talk to us about ‘Camp JoJo’ and deliver more information about
this project that not many people know about.
Ralph’s explained his dad was a farmer and he himself grows flowers for seed purposes
but wanted to find ways to ‘grow’ the farm in different directions.
Accessible camping is a long-held dream of the Trustees at Greenpath Ventures. Tim
Wright is a local GP and his wife, Rachel is an author, disability activist and public
speaker. Their eldest son has severe and complex disabilities. They both love the
outdoors and take their sons wild camping but it is an experience many of their peers
never get the opportunity to enjoy. Jojo’s mum Chris joined Greenpath committee
members to bring together ‘Camp JoJo’. She says: “Jojo was a joyful, lively boy with a
great smile and sense of humour, (who died 3 years ago aged 12) and who adored to be
outside and in nature, and loved wind, rain and snow! I think he would have so loved
camping, but as his mum I was daunted and overwhelmed by the need for hoist,
wheelchair, oxygen supplies, gastrostomy equipment, medical bed and medications, as
well as the usual camping equipment, so we never did it. Now we want to give other
Toasting marshmallows by
‘Jojos’ and their families a chance to enjoy the outdoors and make happy camping
the fire.
memories together, helped by volunteers and carers, and in a
relaxed, stress free time for parents and children. They can
turn up to a camping site already set up for their needs, where fun, games, animals, bushcraft Jojo
VP Michael & Ralph Spence

activities and food are all laid on. I can see Jojo s delight in all that in my mind’s eye!!”
Ralph’s farm is connected to the charity ‘Greenpath’ too & young Sam is the son of a friend

in Southend who is in a wheelchair and needs help to live. His parents belong to the charity
Greenpath. Ralph wanted to make better use of the farm and Sam’s parents wanted to take
Sam camping. Between the three of them they came up with the idea of developing a camp
for families who have children with complex needs. Ralph showed us a video of six families
enjoying the pilot camp that was held last year offering a whole host of activities such as
beach events, field events, camp singsongs, pamper sessions for parents and carers and so on.
During the camp, on a beautiful farm on Mersea Island, they use tents containing hoists, a mobile ‘changing places’ and
skilled carers to give each family a memorable and relaxing holiday providing everyone, including wheelchair
dependent children, full access to a truly rural camping experience.
Last year was the pilot and they anticipate this to be the first of many and hope to learn from this camping experience,
collecting detailed feedback with the expectation it will develop into an annual or biannual event with the potential to
impact a large number of families.
Of course the whole thing is highly dependent upon the staff & volunteers to support the families and not just the person
in the wheelchair. They believe they are blessed with wonderful staff who work so hard to make things happen.
Kevin Sturdy gave the vote of thanks and said this was a totally worthwhile cause which should be supported.

Mock Job Interviews

Some of the older ‘hands’ who help with the MJI sometimes forget just how rewarding these can be - for all parties
concerned. It was good to receive the following feedback from ‘newbie’ Jon Neill.
“It was my first experience at helping with the mock interviews at St Benedict’s school. It reminded me of my first
interview with Lindsey heating when I was 16, a few years ago now. I can still remember not being prepared or having
answers to the questions I was being asked and left feeling a bit dismayed. Obviously I did not get that position.
Unsure of what to expect at St Benedict’s, I arrived at the school first thing and settled in with coffee and hot sausage roll.
The day had started well. I was very impressed with the event in general, the children were nervous
but confident, the girls more than the boys. I am sure when I was their age I was nowhere near as
confident as they appeared. They all said they were very nervous and it was their first ever
interview. After chatting to relax them we started to talk about the interview process, they soon
relaxed and opened up. I felt a lot was achieved in terms of experience for them and they all left
smiling and much more informed on what to expect, the type of questions they will be asked and
also how important the CV can be on actually getting you in the door in the first place. They all
were honestly shocked when told we would regularly receive over 100 CV’s and letters for one
position and any poor or badly written ones would instantly discount them from the position.
It left me feeling how important this service is and what an advantage it is to the children when they go along for their first
interview. It made me proud to be a Rotarian and giving a little back to the youngsters”.
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THE GHOST OF CHRISTMAS PAST by Bill Ward.
A few months ago Jo had asked readers of Obiter Dicta if they had memories of their Saturday jobs. I never did a
Saturday job but for three years I spent every holiday from University working with my mother. Over Christmas and
New Year I recalled what I did when I first started this job a long time ago.
Sixty years ago I started to study at the medical school at
Glasgow University. The year before I had spent
working for a drug company, Vitamins Ltd, and was
financially quite well off. At the end of the first term I
went home expecting to spend a leisurely Christmas and
New Year but my mother had other ideas. As soon as I
arrived home she said “I’ve got a job in the kitchen for
you on Monday.” East End families are matriarchal and
mother’s word is law, a law from which there is no
appeal, so on Monday morning at 8am we arrived at
Gateway House. This was the London headquarters of
Wiggins Teape, papermakers, a large six-story office
block right at the back of St. Paul’s cathedral.
In the kitchen I was introduced to my mother’s
workmates. There were two male chefs, both called Bill,
so one was Big
Chef and the
other Little
Chef. There
were two cooks
called Florence
so my mother
was Big Florrie
and the other
tiny woman was
Little Florrie. We
East Enders are
famed for our
Bill’s mother and her colleagues at
witty repartee
Wiggins-Teape at Christmas. You can
and ingenious
see Big Chef and Little Chef in the
middle with (on the left) his mother,
nicknames we
Big Florrie at the back with Little
give each other.
Florrie in front.
There were three
other cooks. Big
Chef ran the
kitchen and Little Chef ran the Directors’ and Managers’
Restaurant assisted by Jill. She had made the sherry trifle I
had enjoyed on my first night back home. It was delicious
and I asked her how much sherry she had put in, to which
she replied “I measure it through the prongs of a fork!”
My first job was to put 5 large sacks of potatoes through
a peeling machine which rasped off the skins leaving the
potato needing eyes and flaws removed. The first bag
went into a large sink of water from which two old (50s)
ladies did the necessary surgery. Their tongues worked
three times as fast as their hands and I stood waiting for
them to empty the sink so I could work on the next sack
so I went in search of a potato peeler. No one in a
kitchen lets anyone else have their tools but my mother
had a spare potato peeler. This was a left-handed one as
both she and my father were left-handed but I had been
brought up to peel potatoes left-handed so this was no
problem and the sink quickly emptied. My mother was
the vegetable cook at this time and had been waiting
impatiently to take the first lot of spuds off to be turned
into chips and then part cooked so they could be quickly
finished off during lunch time service.
I then went to breakfast with the kitchen porters. There
were two, a Scotsman called Jock and an Irishman called

Paddy (I told you about cockney wit). Breakfast was
always the same. There was a large plate of bacon, about
a pound of cheese, half a pound of butter and two large
sliced loaves. Jock and Paddy lived in a Rowton House,
a cheap lodging house for working men. Every Friday
they would take their pay back and pay next week’s rent
knowing that they could drink the rest of their pay and
guarantee they would be fed breakfast and lunch at work
and have plenty of bread and cheese to take home for
supper.
After breakfast I was sent down to the third floor with Vi to
serve tea to the workers. We took our trolley round from
office to office dealing out tea, coffee and biscuits and then
went round again to collect the empties and wash up ready
for the next day. As soon as we finished it was time to go
up to have my lunch before the service started. We served
over 500 lunches a day. This was the era of the luncheon
voucher and in theory the meal cost five shillings for three
courses. It was heavily subsidised (This was also the era of
supertax. I later heard the managing director say to a guest
“We would rather give the money to the staff than the
government.) As I stood at the counter Vi said to me very
loudly, “The food here is very good Bill” and I agreed. “It
is so good people come from miles around to eat it” she
added and a lady going by blushed very red. Later Vi told
me that she didn’t actually work there but joined her
husband for lunch every day. This was not unknown. One
day a lady came with her daughter, son-in-law and two
children – and he was in the uniform of a United States
seaman. No check was ever made. Miss Patterson, the
kitchen manager said that it would cost more to police than
the price of a few meals.
Later in the week I had to work directly with Miss
Patterson. There had been a problem in the basement food
store and I was so patently honest I could be allowed to
work alone in a place full of food and alcohol. A sevenpound tin of peaches had blown. A blown tin usually means
a bulging can but this had exploded sending rotting peaches
an incredible distance over everything around. I had to
clean up and this involved moving almost everything
around to clean the floor, walls and ceiling. I had to leave it
for the lunch service and as I went down again Vi said
“could you nick me one of the little teapots they serve the
directors tea in as I can’t find one that size anywhere?” I
had to take some beer up later for pot roast beef and the
chef ordered six bottles of brown ale and a bottle of lager. I
asked him if this was a special recipe and he said “Yes, I
don’t like drinking brown ale.”

Every one of our customers had to have the same choice
of food whether they were first or last in the queue. This
meant that there was always a lot of food left at the end
of the day to be thrown away. It was never wasted.
Christmas meant that there were a lot of Christmas
parties. There were sports groups, gardening club,
dramatic club and theatre clubs. All had a party after
work for which we prepared food. Big Chef was making
a huge number of cheese straws rolling out a giant slab
of dough to be cut into individual pieces. Having showed
me the size he wanted I was left to cut out hundreds of
cheese straws and lay them out on huge trays lined with
Wiggins Teape baking parchment. When I finished I
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proudly went to Big Chef to announce that I had
finished. He came over, looked at them,
and said “I like my cheese straws twisted
but it’s too late now so put them in the
oven!” He had been making mock boar’s
heads. You would see some of the
directors sidle into the kitchen and
mutter “OK for a boar’s head, Chef.” If
you make a real pig’s head for a party
centrepiece no one eats it and it is
thrown out. Big Chef made a stunning mock boar’s head
using a whole black glazed ham with extra pigskin for
ears and tusks made from blanched almonds with olive
eyes and piped all over with cream. It made a real
picture and was easily carved. Chef himself bought no
food for Christmas. If you are buying food for 500
people a day the suppliers are very keen to keep you

March 2019
happy and turkeys, hams and all the rest of his supplies
for the festive season arrived at his sister’s house. Chef
lived with his sister and her husband and never cooked at
home. She had to do all the festive fare. Chef told me
one day that he had forgotten to take anything home for
the cat and the only suitable thing in the cupboard was
tinned lobster, which the cat loved. At one party they had
served potted shrimps which were not popular so my
mother and I took a couple of dozen home as they would
not keep till next week. We ate as many as we could. My
father did not like them but the cat ate so many his little
belly was like a drum.
After all this rich living it was a shock when I finished
my “holiday” and had to get the Royal Scot back to
Glasgow and eat the food in hall. Mince and tatties and
haggis or mutton pies and Ulster fry were just a few of
the local delicacies we enjoyed there.

Many thanks for that Bill and apologies we couldn’t include in an earlier issue. Still only another 306 days to go until
Christmas so it’s not too early is it ……?

FREEWHEELERS

by Marilyn Ward

For our February lunch venue, Pauline suggested the Officers’ Club and a select group of six enjoyed a very
inexpensive bar lunch there on Thursday 21st. I always felt a visit to the Officers’ Club was rather special as one drove
around St John’s Green and accessed it by St John’s Abbey gateway, almost like an entry into a secret garden. Sadly
English Heritage decided that, in order to protect the fifteenth century gateway, another
entrance had to be found and now access is via Flagstaff Road and through the newly
erected buildings to the rear of the Officers’ Club.
I recall visiting the old Officers’ Club on many occasions in the past to watch my
daughter Fiona and lots of other children learn their first dance steps under the
guidance of Mrs Ashcroft. Medical Balls were held there and every one looked forward
to dancing on the beautifully sprung floor. Bill held his President’s Night there also so
we both have happy memories of the place. The new building is not as characterful but
there is still plenty of parking and the new building is purpose-built to modern
standards.
We were seated in a small dining room equipped with very comfortable chairs and which was very pleasant with the sun
streaming through the windows.
The most interesting aspect of our lunches is often not what we eat but the conversation that follows. We tend to avoid
the present political situation and this time we talked more of the past – i.e. the Roman past, and how sadly Colchester
never seems able to make the most of archaeological discoveries, probably because of financial restraints – or lack of
vision.
Freewheelers are travellers world-wide and visits to Sri Lanka and Turkey were discussed. Philippa regaled us with her
experiences on a bargain holiday to Turkey and the time passed very agreeably.
Thank you Pauline for making the necessary arrangements and also for suggesting lots of literature for Philippa to take
on her next holiday.
Birthdays:
March 9 Gill Crayston March 12 Marilyn Ward March 18 Viv Juniper
April 4 Geraldine Russell April 6 Di Rawlinson April 29 Chris Hill
Future Events: 21st March Lunch at Il Padrinos, 11 Church St. Colchester. Contact Rachel.

Winter

SALE

ENDS
Sunday
10th March

Peartree Road, Stanway, Colchester, CO3 0LA

01206 765444 www.hatfields.com

JESSICA Sumptuous comfort and quality craftsmanship. Priced in Fabric Band C.
Large Sofa
Small Sofa
Harlequin Armchair
Scatter Cushions

After Sale Price
£1599
£1335
£1199
£269

SALE
£1199
£999
£899
£199

NEW

25 %

OFF

